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Overview 
}  What is DigitalCommons@URI?  
}  Background and purpose 
}  Types of content 
}  Journal Publishing  
}  SelectedWorks faculty profile pages  
}  Benefits for Authors 
}  How to contribute 
}  Questions/discussion 
DigitalCommons@URI 
The Basics 
The Big Picture  
}  Scholarly and creative works are increasingly digital 
 
}  Scholarly journal costs are unsustainable 
 
}  Open Access & Creative Commons 
}  Rights to digital and digitized material are contested  
}  Two major court decisions the past few weeks!  
digitalcommons.uri.edu 
•  Institutional 
Repository, or “IR”:  
An online space for 
collecting, preserving, 
and disseminating the 
intellectual output of an 
institution 
•  Digital Commons: IR 
software published by 
Bepress 
•  Self-submissions 
•  Library can “jump start” 
faculty author posting, 
set up new series & 
answer questions about 
copyright  
DigitalCommons@URI Statistics 
}  3,396 documents to date 
}  315,061 full-text downloads to date 
}  151,188 downloads in the past year 
}  68% search traffic, 89% of them from Google  
Materials & Collections 
What can be deposited?  
}  Formats: text (searchable PDF), images, books, audio, 
video, small data sets  
}  Genres: faculty scholarly or creative work, undergraduate 
research, “gray” literature, digital books, conference 
materials  
}  Journal Publishing  
 
}  Faculty Profile Pages (SelectedWorks)  

Citation to the original 
published article  
Full text download 
 
 
 
URI Branding 
 
Citation to original article 

“Gray” literature 
Campus organizations  







Journal Publishing 
through DigitalCommons@URI 
Journal Publishing: Features 
}  EdiKit: professional-grade peer review and editorial 
management system  
}  Customized journal interface 
}  Open Access or subscription-based access 
}  Bepress does all tech support, setup etc. and it’s FREE! 
(i.e. paid for by the Library)  




SelectedWorks Profile Pages 
Features 
•  Links to documents 
stored in 
DigitalCommons@URI 
•  Separate scholarship by 
subject, article type 
•  Mailing list 
•  RSS feed  
•  Links to relevant pages 
and documents (CV, 
personal website, 
LinkedIn, contact 
information, etc.)  
SelectedWorks  
back end 
•  “WYSIWYG” user 
interface 
•  Simple to edit  
•  Author has direct access 
to editing 
Set up a SelectedWorks site 
}  URI Faculty members can go to works.bepress.com to 
create an account  
 
}  Select University of Rhode Island as your institution 
 
}  “Collect” your documents from DigitalCommons@URI 
 
}  Voila – your site is created!  
}  Or, we can do it for you.  
Benefits for Authors 
Benefits of content deposit 
}  Open or increased access to scholarly work 
 
}  Increased Google hits and impact 
 
}  Monthly usage/download reports and Author Dashboard 
 
}  Storage and preservation of your digital materials 
 
}  For the university, online showcase of URI scholarly and 
creative output  
Open Access 
}  *Green* Open Access  
}  Publish wherever you want, + deposit in IR 
}  Creative Commons licensing 
}  For past work, bound by publisher agreements; for future 
work, Author Rights Amendment: 
http://scholars.sciencecommons.org/  
 
}  Faculty can recommend a Green OA university-wide 
policy 
 


How to contribute 
 
Faculty scholarly articles   
1.  Self-submit using “submit research” link 
2.  Give us permission to include your scholarship, and 
library can “jump start” posting on your behalf 
1.  Send a current CV 
2.  Library will examine citations, research the copyright, and 
post articles  
3.  We can only post articles where we have permission from 
the journal (if previously published) and access to the 
permissible version of the article 
 
Other types of content 
}  Contact me to set up a new series or journal 
 
}  The Library will review requests on an ad-hoc basis 
 
}  Once series is set up, you have administrative control 
over the submissions and edits, and can contact Bepress 
directly with questions  
 
We want your feedback! 
}  DigitalCommons@URI = a service for the University of 
Rhode Island community  
Contact: 
Julia Lovett 
Digital Initiatives Librarian 
jalovett@mail.uri.edu 
401-874-5079 
Thank you. Questions? 
